Oak Weekly Newsletter
Friday 24th September 2021
Home Learning
Reading their own books
or their school books to
be recorded in reading
records please.
At least 10 minutes Times
tables practice on TTRS
every day.

Attendance
Attendance this week in
Oak Class was 100%.

If your child is
experiencing any
symptoms of COVID-19,
then please contact the
office before bringing
them into school. Thank
you for your
understanding in this
matter.

Dear Parents
We have had a good week in Oak class, full of great learning with lots
of opportunities to discuss our thoughts and ideas. We have settled
into our new routines and are becoming immersed in our new units of
work.
In English we have developed our learning of sentence types and have
begun to apply this in our writing. We have really enjoyed exploring a
story called Weslandia and have written postcards from the main
character’s perspective using our writing skills. In Maths we have been
rounding numbers up to ten million and looking at how to apply this
skill to reasoning problems. We have also worked with negative
numbers, investigating how to add and subtract using them.
As Historians we have developed our understanding between the
Romans leaving Britain and the Vikings arriving and what led to both
events. In Science we planned and carried out an experiment to
explore air resistance using paper spinners. In our planning we
ensured that we made it a fair test and made predictions as to what we
thought would happen.
In RHE we have been exploring respect, looking at what respect
means to us as individuals and what it looks like in practice. We have
discussed how we can show respect to each other in the class and
also how we can show respect to people in the wider community.
Have a lovely weekend!
Mrs Wood

Star of the Week
Our star of the week this week is Isla for showing the school values
in her learning - Isla has been resilient in her learning, asking for
help when needed. She has taken responsibility in her learning,
making sure she has the equipment she needs for each lesson and
she has shown respect towards everyone in the class.
Kindness Award
Our award goes to William G who has been a great member of Oak
class, showing respect to everyone and being a great friend to
everyone.

Reader Award
Our star reader is Milo for working hard in whole class reading. He
has shown excellent retrieval skills both in class discussions and
also in his written work.
Number Work Award
This award goes to Sofia who was really helpful to her maths
partner during partner work - explaining how she got the answer
and talking them through the procedure step by step.

Important Dates
PE will be on Tuesday and Thursday.
Please remember to send your child in with a coat now that the
weather is so changeable.

